Abstract. Pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) is one of the most popular techniques recognizing a pedestrian trajectory by real-time motion parameters obtained from motion sensors embedded in smart-phones. However, PDR has an inherent disadvantage of susceptibility to error accumulation. Radio Frequency Tomography (RFT) is a fairly new technology to get the user positioning information utilizing the received signal strength (RSS) fluctuant of line-of-sight communication paths (LOSP) in the wireless sensor network. In this paper, based on RFT, we estimate crossing point (CP) on the LOSP, which is for correcting the user's current position and mitigating the error accumulation of PDR based positioning technique. We do computer simulations to evaluate the positioning scheme jointing PDR and RFT. The positioning performance shows that our scheme can achieve a finer accuracy around 1 meter.
Introduction
Recently, Pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) is becoming well known as one of indoor navigation techniques for its advantages on real-time and high accuracy under short travelled distance [1] [2] . Generally speaking, in PDR based navigation scheme, the user to be navigated should know the initial position acquired by other assistant position information, and then the object current position is iteratively updated basing on the combination of the user's previous position and real time measured displacement. Actually, during the position updating process, any estimation errors will propagate through to future computations, resulting in navigation error accumulation under long travelled distance situation. Hence, jointing PDR techniques with other techniques for regular position correction is a popular trend [3] [4] [5] .
Received Signal Strength (RSS) based positioning schemes have the merit of ubiquity and can be easy acquired using the established wireless infrastructures. Research and experiments indicate that when target walks across the communication link, especially the line-of-sight path (LOSP), a relative RSS fluctuant can be easily detected, which is termed Radio Frequency Tomography (RFT) [6] [7] . Inspired by RFT characteristics, in this paper, we propose a method to estimation user's positioning information by finding crossing point (CP) on LOSP. The RFT based estimated CP is for PDR navigation scheme regular position correction. The proposed navigation scheme, jointing PDR techniques and RFT based CP estimation algorithm, inherits the advantages of real-time and high accuracy under short travelled distance from PDR system; and it likewise adopts the RFT based CP estimation algorithm to help PDR system regular position correction to the CPs, which effectively mitigates the PDR drawback of longtime error accumulation.
RFT Based CP Estimation Algorithm
A basic position case is shown in Figure 1 , containing a RFT operator for describing the CP estimation algorithm. As shown in the figure, one RFT operator consists of two access points (AP) (1, 2) and two RSS Indicators (a, b). Both the RSS Indicators and APs are fixed on either side of the corridor, forming a LOSP web monitoring the corridor. When a LOSP is detected an obvious RSS fluctuation, we define that this LOSP is triggered. When a pedestrian walks across the RFT operator shown in Figure 1 , from position A to B, the LOSP triggered sequence are record as ( ), which are foreknown according to the AP and RSS Indicators coordinates.
Generally, when ( ) is triggered, the middle point on ( ) is selected as the CP, 3 ( 3 , 3 ), for minimizing the tracking error. However, once the triggered sequence is considered, CP will be set as the middle point of the restricted segment on the LOSP, which is cut by the previous obstructed LOSP and the subsequent obstructed LOSP, and given as:
(1) For instance in Figure 1 , the 3 on 2, , must locate on segment 2 in common sense, noting the previous triggered LOSP is 1, and the later triggered LOSP is L 2,b . But if the previous triggered LOSP is 1, and the later triggered LOSP is 1, , the 3 will locate on segment . Hence, in the case presented in Figure 1, 3 is set at the middle point of segment 2 which is cut by 1, and 2, for further minimizing the tracking error. 
The Joint Scheme Workflow
When a user carrying a PDR navigation scheme is walking at the area with RFT operators, the workflow of proposed navigation scheme can be described as the Figure 2 : Firstly, the navigation work is started by finding the starting point, noting that PDR navigation scheme just provides the relative displacement only. The starting point of the joint navigation scheme is set as the first estimated CP when the user passes through the first RFT operator. Secondly, before the next CP is estimated when the user passing through next RFT operator, the user's position information is determined by the relative displacement from PDR and previously estimated CP. Thirdly, when a new RFT operator is passed by and a new CP is estimated, we correct the user's current position to the new CP, mitigating the error accumulation of PDR based positioning technique. Then, go back to the second step until the user walks out the monitoring area. 
Performance Evaluation
We have explored the proposed joint position scheme by simulation experiment. The experiment sketch is designed as Figure 3 . In the figure, we assume four RFT operators (12 , 23 , 34 , 41 ) are adopted to monitor a 4 meter width closed corridor. For simplicity of calculation but not necessary, the APs and RSS Indicators in each RFT operator are distributed as a rectangle. To be more realistic, the user walks in a curve trajectory, as a circle and totally 40 steps are marked as cross markers on the circle trajectory (26 meters) shown in Figure 3 . The RSS Indicators collect RSS values from the APs of the same RFT operator, while a center controller is utilized to analysis the collected RSS values for CP estimation and send the CP coordinate to the user once a new CP estimated.
The positioning experiment begins with the first CP estimation when the user walks along the cross marked circle trajectory with a PDR system. The whole navigation work can be referred to Figure 2 . After the user walked 210 meters along the cross marked circle trajectory, the navigation performance of PDR and our proposed PDR and RFT jointed scheme are presented in Figure 4 . The accumulate error continually increases and reaches around 20 meters in PDR based navigation scheme, due to the error accumulate in PDR system. After regular position correction adopting RFT based CP estimation, accuracy of our proposed joint scheme always keeps around 1 meter when we set 4 RFT operators every 26 meters. The navigation result comparison revealing the effectiveness of the PDR and RFT jointed scheme in the respect of mitigating the accumulate error from PDR based navigation scheme. The Proposed PDR&RFT Joint Scheme
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel algorithm based on LOSP triggered sequence measured by RFT operators is proposed for CP estimation on LOSPs, afterward, the estimated CP, is in turn used for mitigating PDR based positioning error accumulation under longtime travelled distance situation. The proposed joint scheme basing on RFT and PDR technique has the advantages of real time and high accuracy, inheriting from PDR and RFT, respectively. The joint scheme performance is evaluated by computer simulation, approving its high accuracy around 1 meter.
